THERE'S A RIOT GOIN' ON  Brendan Emmett Quigley (www.brendanemmettquigley.com)

ACROSS
1. Chooses an action
5. Subject for an accountant
11. 18th President's monogram
14. Kung fu weapons
15. Superhighway section
16. View from an outdoor French bistro
17. Rob a bakery?
19. Logical prefix
20. Outer limit
21. Hind quarters
22. "Vampire Diaries" actor Somerhalder
24. What you do after looting first?
29. Seafood dish with shrimp
31. "Don ___"
32. Mitt's, Michelle's, Herman's, Tim's and Rick's opponent
33. "Twilight" protagonist ____ Swan
34. Destroy everything in the museum?
41. Bovine of advertising
42. Stamp of meat approval
43. Realm
47. "Parks and Recreation" actress Plaza
49. Throw a Molotov into a record shop?
51. Hind quarters
52. Abbr. on a FedEx env.
53. Lerner's songwriting partner
55. The Facebook's Eduardo Saverin's title: Abbr.
56. Detonate a toy store?
62. Sorento maker
64. Bacteria sample container
66. Southerner's giveaways
67. Sports award of which Tiger Woods has won the most, 21

DOWN
1. Frequently, in poems
2. ___ coat
3. Soprano Kiri
4. Wineglass feature
5. Island of French Polynesia famous for its black beaches
6. Ice climber's quest, perhaps
7. Band that was originally called Helium Kidz
8. Green grassland
9. Biblical artifact ostensibly hidden in the Well of Souls
10. 25th letter
11. Prod
12. ___ Nivens (Betty White's "Mary Tyler Moore" show role)
13. "Star Trek: The Next Generation" crewman La Forge
18. Spice meas.
21. Big name in screens
22. "Why ___ this working?"
23. Fast server
25. Botox target
26. French city on the Deûle River
27. Fish entree
28. Rescue mission, for short
32. Mitt's, Michelle's, Herman's, Tim's and Rick's opponent
33. "Twilight" protagonist ___ Swan
34. Destroy everything in the museum?
35. Nest egg protectors?
36. Award that Don Draper won on TV's "Mad Men"
37. Parkay purchase
38. Beersheba residents
39. ___ of Solomon (one of the lost books of the Bible)
40. Declining comments
43. Chase Field team, in headlines
44. Threads
45. "The Wind in the Willows" fatcat
46. "The Shining" setting
47. Makes one's own
48. Like some eBay goods
50. Stuck (to)
54. Did like Penelope
56. Sandwich whose vegan version might come with facon
57. ___ Zealand (Muppet with a fish-throwing obsession)
58. Egg cells
59. Totally white
60. Drink off the floor, say
61. "There's a Riot Goin' On" composer Stone
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